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1. Introduction 
We consider the numerical evaluation of integrals of the type jFf( x)dx where f(x) is slowly 
decaying and oscillating in sign. A method, proposed originally by Longman [2] has been 
modified, and can be used effectively when certain analytic information about the tail of f(x) is 
available. Specifically one requires that the distance between successive zeros tends to a finite 
limit whose numerical value is available. Examples include f(x) = g( x)j( x) where j(x) is a 
circular function or a Bessel function and g(x) is ultimately positive. 
In Section 2, we introduce briefly a series acceleration technique, which is very closely related 
to the Euler transformation, and show by example how it may be used to sum an oscillating 
series. In Section 3 we describe Longman’s method, which applies this transformation to a 
sequence, each member of which is obtained by numerical integration over an arch of the 
integrand function. In Section 4 we describe a simple modification of Longman’s method which 
seems to make it easier to use without compromising its effectiveness. We also discuss the 
modified method from the point of view of increasing the reliability when results of specified 
accuracy are required. 
2. Series acceleration 
In this section, we shall introduce an algebraic identity (2.6) below which is related to the Euler 
transformation and we shall present an example which illustrates how it may be used. Let 
&I, Ul,...,U, (2-l) 
be members of a sequence; let 
s =&lj n 
j-0 
(2.2) 
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be its sum. We define a forward average operator M by 
Muj = +( u~+~ + uj) = ;(l + E)uj. 
Let us consider the sum of a section of this sequence, say 
s n -s,_i=u,+l++i+ .** +u,. 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
Clearly this may be re-expressed as 
s, - S,_l = +ur++(u,+ur+l)+~(u,+l+u,+*)+ *-- +~(u,-l+un)+~% 
n-l 
= -tU,+ C MUj+fU,. (2.5) 
j-r 
We may iterate by treating EMuj in the same manner as the sum Xuj has just been treated to 
obtain (2.5). Iterating a total of p times we find 
S n =u,+u,+ **a +u,_,+)(u,+Mu,+ ... +MP-l~,+MJ’~,) 
+ $MPu, + MP~,+l + . . . + MP~,_p_l + +MPu,_, 
++(M” u,,._~ + Mp-‘u,_p+l + MP-2u,_p+2 + - - - +Mu,_, + u,). (2.6) 
In this display of this formula, the reader will notice four distinct groups of terms. For 
convenience, we have shared the term MPu, assigning half its value to each of the two adjacent 
groups. We have treated the term MPu,,_~ in the same way. 
For a given value of n, this formula provides a two parameter system of ways of effecting a 
somewhat rivial sum. Apparently, the most straightforward way is to set p = 0 in which case the 
formula reduces to adding up the n + 1 terms directly. However, for positive values of p and r, 
the formula comprises four obvious groups of terms. 
The second of these groups, $C& Mqur, comprises in fact the initial p + 1 terms of the Euler 
transformation applied to the series starting with u,. Here it is presented in an uncustomarily 
simple notation. It is more usual to set uj = ( - 1)‘~~ and to replace Mqu, by 2-q( - l)q+rAqur. An 
involved proof of (2.6) using that notation was given by Longman 1960 and is reproduced in 
Davis and Rabinowitz [l, pp. 129-1301. 
To effect such a sum using p > 0 one needs to calculate a part of a finite average table. (This is 
directly analogous to a finite difference table.) While in general this might seem a somewhat 
indirect and inconvenient way to calculate a simple sum, nevertheless there are cases in which 
reexpressing the sum in this sort of way can be useful. The case we are interested in is that in 
which many of the terms MPuj are small enough to be neglected. This may happen when the 
sequence uj alternates in sign and decays slowly. As an example we consider the sequence 
uj= (-1)‘/(j+1), (2.7) 
and evaluate 
(a) s,o = g uj 
j-0 
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and 
(b) s = lim s,, 
j-r: 
both to accuracy 10e5. For the purposes of this example we shall pretend that we know little 
about the analytic properties of the sequence, and we shall pretent that it is expensive to calculate 
individual terms uj but cheap to form a forward average table. 
In Table 1 are shown two sections of forward averaging tables for this problem. 
The first section was generated from numerical values of ui with i = 0, 1,. . . ,14. The second 
section from uj with j = 64, 65,. . . ,70. 
Suppose we choose to evaluate s,,, by using (2.6) with r = 0 and p = 4. Since r = 0, the first 
group of terms in (2.6) does not exist. The terms available to us are shown in the table and 
include all required for the second group and the fourth group. However, some of the terms 
required for the third group of (2.6) are missing. Thus while we would like to evaluate 
2 “IvfpUj = c ‘yLpUj, 
j-0 j=O 
(2.8) 
we have available only those elements with j < 10 and the final three elements, those with j = 64, 
65 and 66. At this point we take a totally heuristic decision to omit these missing terms. The 
justification for this decision is that examination of the first eleven entries in the M4uj column 
reveals a pattern of values steadily decreasing and alternating in sign. If we take the view that this 
Table 1 
Parts of the forward average table u, = (- l)‘/( j + 1). 
i ‘j Mu/ M2Uj M3u, M4u, MSuj 
0 O.lOOOOOD 01 0.25OOOOD 00 0.833333D - 01 0.3125OOD - 01 0.125OOOD - 01 0.520833D - 02 
1 -0.5OOOOOD 00 -0.833333D-01 -0.208333D-01 -0.625OOOD-02 -0.208333D-02 -0.744048D-03 
2 0.333333D 00 0.416667D - 01 0.833333D -02 0.208333D - 02 0.595238D - 03 0.186012D - 03 
3 -0.2500OOD 00 -0.25OOOOD-01 -0.416667D-02 -0.892857D-03 -0.223214D-03 -0.62004OD-04 
4 0.2OOOOOD 00 0.166667D - 01 0.238095D - 02 0.446429D - 03 0.992063D - 04 0.248016D - 04 
5 -0.166667D 00 -O.l19048D-01 -O.l48810D-02 -0.248016D-03 -0.496032D-04 -O.l12734D-04 
6 0.142857D 00 0.892857D - 02 0.9920631) - 03 0.148810D - 03 0.270563D - 04 0.563672D - 05 
7 -0.125OOOD 00 -0.694444D-02 -0.694444D-03 -0.946970D-04 -O.l57828D-04 -0.303516D-05 
8 O.llllllD 00 0.555556D- 02 0.505051D - 03 0.631313D - 04 0.971251D - 05 0.173438D -05 
9 -0.lOOOOOD 00 -0.454545D-02 -0.378788D-03 -0.437063D-04 -0.624376D-05 -O.l04063D-05 
10 0.909091D - 01 0.378788D -02 0.291375D - 03 0.312188D - 04 0.416250D - 05 
11 - 0.8333331) - 01 -0.320513D-02 -0.228938D-03 -0.228938D-04 
12 0.769231D - 01 0.274725D - )2 0.183150D - 03 
13 -0.714286D - 01 - 0.238095D - 02 
14 0.666667D - 01 
64 0.153846D - 01 0.116550D - 03 0.173955D - 05 0.383725D - 07 0.111225D - 08 0.397231D - 10 
65 -O.l51515D-01 -O.l13071D-03 -O.l66281D-05 -0.361480D-07 -O.l03280D-08 -0.363662D-10 
66 0.149254D - 01 0.109745D - 03 0.159051D - 05 0.340824D - 07 0.960068D - 09 
67 - 0.147059D - 01 -O.l06564D-03 -O.l52235D-05 -0.321623D-07 
68 0.144928D - 01 0.103520D -03 0.145802D - 05 
69 -O.l42857D-01 - 0.100604D - 03 
70 0.140845D - 01 
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pattern will persist indefinitely, the total contribution of all omitted terms is likely to be 
significantly less than 10e5, and there is no need to calculate them explicitly. 
Carrying out this procedure, we find the first part of the sum to be 
3 9 
t 14.4 = ii c Mqu, + c M4u, + +M4u10 = 0.69314,678. (2.9) 
q=o s=o 
(The notation t,,, is explained later; see (2.15).) 
We find the second part to be 
4 
S70 - t6a.4 = iM4U, + M4Ue5 + M4u,, + + c M4-q~66+q = 0.00699,266. 
q=l 
Thus our approximation S,, to s70 is the sum of these, namely 
s,, = 0.70013,944. 
This is in error by 
63 
_ 
s70 -s7,=;M4q0+ c M4u~+~M4u~4=4.0~10-7. 
j-11 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
The interested reader will easily find ways of extracting a more accurate result from this data. We 
shall not pursue these for two reasons. First we want to emphasize only the possibility of 
omitting a large number of terms and do not want to distract attention from this major 
phenomenon. Second, in our applications, a principal part of the problem consists of recognizing 
that a situation in which these terms can be neglected does prevail. The use of 15 terms (with 
p = 4) rather th an perhaps only 10 (with a large value of p) is dictated by the necessity of 
obtaining evidence to the effect that the sequence M4uj does have the desired character. One 
pays for such evidence by evaluating a longer finite average table. 
We now turn to example (b), the estimation of s. This is simply a byproduct of the previous 
calculation. We need only let n be very large, so large that all the terms in the expression 
corresponding to (2.10) may be neglected. Thus our approximation to s has already been 
calculated. It is t14,4 - 0.69314678 above. In fact, the error is 
t,,,,-s=+M4u10+ E MP~j=4.0X10-7. (2.13) 
j-11 
More properly, we may let n become infinite in (2.6), to give 
s= lim s,=uo+ul+ ... +u,_i 
n+cc 
+;(u,+Mu,+ ... +MPu,) + $MPu, + f MPuj. (2.14) 
j=r+l 
Since MPuj is, like uj, in this context a sequence which oscillates in sign, a convenient way to 
truncate this series is by including only half of the final included term. Thus it is reasonable to 
define 
t 
“.P 
= u. + ul+ * - - +u,_,+;(u,+Mu,+ ... +MPu,.) 
+ +MPu, + MP~,+l + - - - +MP~,_p_l + +MP~,-p, (2.15) 
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which comprise the first three groups of terms in (2.6). That this is in fact independent of r 
follows from the identity 
t =s n.p n - :(wu,_, + fw’U,_,_, + * *. +fwu,_, + UJ. (2.16) 
which follows from (2.15) and (2.6). Setting r = n -p in (2.15) shows that t,., is the result 
obtained by summing the first n - p terms normally, applying the Euler transformation to the 
remaining terms and truncating after the (n - p)th term. 
If one is interested in constructing a table of elements t,,, without the intermediate stage of 
evaluating (2.15) one may do this using the recurrence suggested by the following: 
Theorem 2.17. 
,I - 1 
t n .o = t,_,,o + Mt,_l.o = c u, + ;u,, 
J=o 
t n.p = ML-,.,-, = f(tn-Lp-l + tn.,-,). 
The first statement follows from definition (2.14) or (2.15). The second can be readily 
established by algebraic manipulation. 
3. Longman’s method 
In three papers, published between 1956 and 1960 [2,3,4], Longman described some of his 
numerical experiments for evaluating integrals of the type 
J..=kxf(x) dx -l,r~(x)j(x) dx, (3.1) 
where j(x) is a Bessel function Jo(x) or J,(x). A convenient summary of these papers appears in 
[l]. Longman expressed this integral in the form 
If = 5 wj= f l”+)(x) dx, (3.2) 
j=O j=O .T, 
where (when j(x) = J,(x)) 
x0 = 0 and xj is the jth zero of Bessel function J,(x). (3.3) 
Thus wj constitutes a sequence which alternates in sign. Using numerical quadrature (in some 
cases the sixteen point Gauss-Legendre rule), the early terms of the series u; are approximated 
by a finite sum of function values which we denote by 
uj = PC+ x,+Jf* (3.4) 
Then the integral If is approximated by 
V=,Eouj= f Q(xj, xj+,)f (3.5) 
j-0 
and the series acceleration technique described in the previous section is applied to this sum. 
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Longman did not explain what precautions he took to see either that uj was close to wj or that 
sufficient terms had been included. But, in the late nineteen fifties one could assume that the 
calculation would be carried out under constant human supervision and that reasonable precau- 
tions would be taken; his numerical results were excellent. 
A minor modification, attributed by Longman to J.C.P. Miller (private communication), 
involved altering the integration limits xi to 
x0 = 0 and 
xj is the jth zero of Bessel function Y,(x). (3.6) 
Longman stated that this seemed to be more efficient than (3.3) and provided a numerical 
example to this effect. Nevertheless, he returned to the use of (3.3) in his later papers without 
explanation. 
The effect of using (3.3) is that one ensures that the members of the uj sequence alternate in 
sign, and this is good for the acceleration process to work. Using (3.6) has the effect of setting xj 
near successive xtrema of f(x) and so the integral wj embracing roughly half a positive arch and 
half a negative arch is likely to be small. From his description, it appears that finding these zeros 
(either of J,(x) or of Y,(x)) is quite an onerous part of the calculation. The modification, 
described in the next section, removes the necessity for this. 
4. Proposed modification to Longman’s method 
The proposed modification is very simple indeed. It is to alter and simplify the definition of xj 
in (3.3) or (3.6) so that it is easier to calculate. There is reason to believe that all that is necessary 
to the proper working of the method is that xj+i - xi should approach asymptotically the 
distance between consecutive zeros. In the case of Bessel functions, this distance is known. We 
have, for example 
J,(x) = d-- & cos(x - $r). (4.1) 
Thus any choice in which xj+i - xj = T for all j > 1 may be suitable. 
Two choices of particular interest are 
and 
x0 = 0, xj=jIr-& (4.2) 
x0 = 0, xi = jT - $rr. (4.3) 
The first corresponds asymptotically to zeros of J,(x) and the second to extrema. I have carried 
out several numerical experiments using these and other choices. The results tend to confirm 
one’s suspicion that extrema are better, but by a relatively modest margin. In Tables 2 and 3, 
parts of the finite average tables, employing (4.2) and (4.3) respectively, are shown for the 
problem 
If=i-(l + 100 exp( -x2/T2))J1(x) dx = 92.5. 
Here, a fifteen point Gaussian is used for the quadrature. 
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Table 2 
j ‘i Muj 
0 0.145369D 02 0.487271D 02 
1 0.829174D 02 0.388129D 02 
2 - 0.529152D 01 -0.234255D 01 
3 0.606428D 00 0.692498D - 01 
4 - 0.467928D 00 - 0.2662OOD - 01 
5 0.414688D 00 0.191214D - 01 
6 -0.376445D 00 - 0.146263D - 01 
7 0.347193D 00 0.116610D - 01 
8 - 0.323871D 00 - 0.958158D -02 
Mh, 
0.4377OOD 02 
0.182352D 02 
-0.113665D 01 
0.213149D -01 
- 0.374928D -02 
0.224755D - 02 
- 0.148268D -02 
0.103970D - 02 
- 0.76271OD - 03 
M3U, 
0.310026D 02 
0.854927D 01 
- 0.557666D 00 
0.878280D - 02 
- 0.750867D - 03 
0.382435D - 03 
- 0.221489D - 03 
0.138496D - 03 
- 0.917027D - 04 
M4u, 
0.197759D 02 
0.399580D 01 
-0.274442D 00 
0.401597D - 02 
-O.l84216D-03 
0.804733D - 04 
- 0.414964D - 04 
0.233966D - 04 
-O.l41098D-04 
M5U, 
0.118859D 02 
0.186068D 01 
- 0.135213D 00 
0.191588D - 02 
-0.518712D-04 
0.194885D -04 
- 0.904989D - 05 
0.464343D - 05 
- 0.256997D - 05 
Table 3 
i ui MUi 
0 0.782383D 02 
1 0.150626D 02 
2 -0.791136D 00 
3 0.121774D -01 
4 - 0.418820D - 02 
5 0.30224OD - 02 
6 -0.231675D-02 
7 0.184938D - 02 
8 -O.l52084D-02 
0.466505D 02 
0.713575D 01 
- 0.389479D 00 
0.399462D - 02 
- 0.5829OOD - 03 
0.352824D - 03 
- 0.233684D - 03 
0.164270D - 03 
- 0.120702D - 03 
M2uj M3uj M4uj MSuj 
0.268931D 02 0.151331D 02 0.836166D 01 0.45545OD 01 
0.337313D 01 0.159020D 01 0.747339D 00 0.349989D 00 
- 0.192742D 00 - 0.955182D -01 - 0.473614D -01 -0.234888D 01 - 
O.l70586D- 02 0.795411D-03 0.383838D - 03 O.l88094D- 03 
-O.l15038D-03 -0.277341D-04 -0.765126D-05 -0.233314D-05 
0.5957OOD -04 0.124315D -04 0.298498D - 05 0.792539D - 06 
-0.347070D-04 -0.646157D-05 -O.l39991D-05 -0.338506D-06 
0.217838D -04 0.366176D - 05 0.722895D - 06 O.l60513D-06 
-O.l44603D-04 -0.221597D-05 -0.401870D-06 -0.825023D-07 
Incidentally, the modification does limit the class of functions to which the method can be 
applied to those about which information about the location of the zeros is available. Longman’s 
method in its unmodified form can be used when this information is not available if one is 
prepared to go to the trouble of finding each zero in turn numerically. If one does do this, and 
the zeros are at .zi, it might be more effective to use 
xi = $( zi + zi+J 
as integration limits than to use xi = zi. 
5. Remarks about applications 
Some users are prepared to take a lot of trouble to enhance the reliability of their numerical 
results, or to confirm the absence of undue error. The remarks in this section indicate some 
options open to such users and may draw their attention to some of the presently known pitfalls. 
We start by considering a somewhat contrived situation. 
Naturally, to obtain a reasonable result it is necessary that the quadrature rule approximation 
uj to the exact integral wj be a close one. However, let us suppose that we use instead of Uj a very 
poor approximation, say a one-point approximation 
'j= txj+l -xj)f(xj+ e(xj+l - "i>) (5-l) 
for some fixed 8, say 8 = 4. We are likely to find 
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(a) the approximation I_ = I,“-et, is very poor, but 
(b) The series E:tl can be calculated from individual values of tj just as easily (or with just as 
much difficulty) as the series ,‘Zuj can be calculated from individual values of u,. It has the same 
analytic properties. 
Consequently: 
(1) The fact that the convergence of a sequence uj can be accelerated efficiently does not 
imply that the result Cui is accurate. One needs in addition the assurance that uj is a close 
approximation to w,. 
(2) If one wants to find out information about how the convergence acceleration technique 
will work for the sequence uj, one can do this experimentally using the ‘cheap’ sequence r,. 
The sort of information one might like to know is the number of elements ui one will have to 
calculate. The method for doing this, described in Section 2, rested on a heuristic decision, based 
on the observed behavior of the early members of the sequence MPuj, j = 0, 1, 2,. . . . However, it 
is altogether cheaper to base this decision on the observed behavior of M pfj, j = 0. 1, 2,. . . . In 
addition, one can to some extent confirm this decision by calculating a later section, say MPtj, 
j = 64, 65, 66 to make sure that the omitted terms are indeed negligible. 
The user who is really very concerned with economy may even re-use some of values of tj in 
the subsequent evaluation of uj. He can do this if 19 in (5.1) has been chosen so that the abscissa 
in (5.1) coincides with one of abscissas required by the quadrature rule. 
In any numerical calculation, there are hazards at various levels. First, one can have a situation 
in which the method is not working and it is clear it is not working. Second, there is the more 
perilous situation in which it appears to be working well, but is actually giving incorrect results. 
So far as obvious malfunction is concerned, we may find that the series ‘refuses to accelerate’. 
Luckily, we are summing MPuj and so we find this out quickly. The reason is likely to be that we 
have the asymptotic distance between zeros wrong, for example 2n instead of T or that the factor 
g(x) (where f(x) = g(x) j( x)) actually oscillates in sign or has a strong oscillatory component. If 
g(x) decays very rapidly, the acceleration may not work, but it becomes unnecessary since terms 
in the original series become small rapidly. By the time one realizes what the situation is, the 
problem is over. 
A situation in which the method appears to work but is in fact producing incorrect results can 
be brought about by any of the following circumstances: 
(a) The numerical integral is bad. 
(b) The asymptotic distance between consecutive zeros is wrong by a small margin. For 
example, the user has written IT = 3.41 in place of T = 3.14. This will produce a somewhat 
humorous pattern in MPuj. 
(c) The existence of an unexpected peak in g(x) which appears a long way out. 
Both of hazards (b) and (c) can be guarded against to some extent using spot checks. If the 
asymptotic distance between zeros is thought to be T, one can calculate a sequence such as 
f( X + kn), k = 1000(1)1020 
for some fixed h. This should alternate in sign. One could be more daring and also check 
f( X + 29kq), k = 30(1)40 
which should also alternate in sign. At the same time, or in a different set of spot checks one can 
evaluate g(x) and check that there is no unexpected behavior. 
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So far as hazard (a) is concerned, I have to emphasize that the result can be compromised by a 
single approximation uj (say uO) being poor. One of the advantages of the method is that there is 
no need to define where the tail begins. This is done automatically and is essentially where the 
behavior of the sequence MPu, becomes predictable. Reference to either Table 2 or 3 shows that 
LQ, and ur are not at all typical of the rest of the sequence. However, the main contribution comes 
from u0 and ur. It may well be that, while the fifteen point Gauss rule (or some other) is quite 
adequate to provide good approximations u2, uj, u4,. . . to wz, y, w,, . . . , it is not adequate for 
u0 and ui. 
6. Concluding remarks 
This author’s feeling is that Longman’s method for evaluating these integrals is a sound 
method, is in fact elegant and has been ignored for too long. One major difficulty, the evaluation 
of zeros, has been removed in the modification. A minor but real difficulty, the ridiculously 
complicated notation in the original presentation, is also unnecessary. To calculate a finite 
average table and form a sum of some of its elements is a trivial task. 
There are undoubtedly many other pitfalls and serendipities which will be discovered if the 
method now is put to use. I hope that this paper will help to motivate scientists to use this 
method. 
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